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NIRAV SILK MILLS PVT. LTD., MUMBAI
Nirav Silk Mills Pvt. Ltd. (NSMPL) is a vertically integrated
textile manufacturer with operations ranging from yarn
dyieng, weaving & fabric processing. NSMPL markets its
products under the brand name - MOXSH. NSMPL with over
4 decades in the textile industry, is one of the fastest growing
textile manufacturer and exporter in India. NSMPL has an edge over other
manufacturers with specialisation in PC, CVC, cotton rich & 100% cotton
shirting fabrics, NSMPL supplies fabric to all major brands in India. NSMPL
fabrics finds application in apparels-formal dress shirts, semi formal, uniform ,
work wear & party wear. We also provide specialised finishing like wrinkle free,
quick dry, odour resistant, stain resistant etc. NSMPL product range includes
fabrics in yarn dyed, piece dyed, plains, structures, dobbies, fill-a-fills, stripes &
checks.

RASIK VATIKA GROUP OF COMPANIES, SURAT
With an extensive industry experience of about 40 years,
Rasik Vatika Silk Mills offers customized solutions and a
range of high quality products like polyester chiffon,
georgettes, crepe, satins, spuns, printed fabrics, scarves
and stoles, burkha fabrics, acrylic fabrics, blended fabrics,
etc.

RAWALWASIA YARN DYEING PVT. LTD., SURAT
Rawalwasia Group Fabric division is having latest electronic
raschel machines including jacguards and fall plate with
jacguard machines with strong design development back
up. Product range consists of all-over lace fabrics in
spandex and non spandex, with and without metallic yarns,
prints with further value addition like dew drop, foiling coating etc. The
company caters to leading garment houses and catalogue saree
manufacturers. Having all India sales and can meet all technical export
requirements.

RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LTD., NAVI MUMBAI
Reliance Industries Limited is at the forefront of the global
polyester fibre and yarn industry, and endeavours to exceed
the expectations of the downstream Industry. In line with our
guiding principle of ‘Innovations for Life’, we keep on
innovate new Recron® products to name few Recron®
Greengold, Recron® EcoD for sustainable textiles. Recron® FeelFresh and
Recron® FR have functional properties like anti-microbial action and flame
retardency respectively. Recron® Super Micro and Recron® Syper Dye have
good aesthetics. Recron® Recosilk, Recron® Exclk, Recron® MCX Linen,
Recron® Linen, Recron® Sapan, Recron® Lnlyk for fashion textiles and
products such as Recron® Kooltex, Recron® Space for Sports Wear and
Active Wear.
RICHA PROCESSING MILL PVT. LTD., FARIDABAD
Richa Processing Mill is digital textile printing unit based in
Faridabad, Haryana supplying and printing on various
blends like cotton, viscose, rayon, silk, polyester etc., in
knitted and woven fabrics. With state-of-art technology. It
has GOTS certified unit using good quality inks and
chemicals which helps in achieving high quality test results.

RONAK SILK MILLS, SURAT
Ronak Silk Mills are largely manufacturers of 100% cotton
fancy dyed and printed fabrics for ensuing summer season.
Also regularly manufacture 100% polyester and polyester
blended fabrics in plain as well as georgette varieties. These
fabrics are largely suitable for ladies dress materials,
kurties, western type of wearing etc. The fabrics are fast moving and regularly
used by big houses of ladies dress material manufacturers. Ronak Silk’s
fabrics meets all the standard parameters required by the customers.
RSWM LIMITED (AN LNJ BHILWARA GROUP), NOIDA
RSWM Ltd., the flagship company of LNJ Bhilwara Group, is
one of the largest textile manufacturers in India and exports
to over 78 countries around the world. Its 10 manufacturing
plants, with 505,000 spindles and 176 looms, produce highquality cotton, mélange, synthetic and novelty yarns, along with suiting and
denim fabrics. The diverse products from RSWM Ltd. are used in many
different markets worldwide. The yarns and fabrics can be customised for highend fashion apparel and active wear. With the advanced technology in fire
retardancy, antibacterial and moisture control, RSWM Ltd. is able to create
fabrics and yarns suitable for protective wear used in high-risk professions as
well as uniforms for schools, government professionals and military personnel.
RSWM Ltd. also specialises in home and commercial interior textiles used for
curtains, carpets, bed covers and upholstery.

RUCHI TWISTERS PVT. LTD., SURAT
Ruchi Group, for the last 30 years, has been into
manufacturing of fabrics that are used for menswear
shirting, ethnic wear for men & women, home furnishing
and others purposes. Based in Surat (the textile hub of
India), the company has the advantage of sourcing raw material from the best
companies and giving new, creative and quality fabrics to our customers in
every season. We thrive on our abitliy to provide high value products &
services to our customers and maintain a life long relationship with our
customers as well as our suppliers.
S.J.K. INTERNATIONAL, AMRITSAR
S.J.K. International brings with itself 50 years of experience
and expertise in manufacturing and dyeing a wide range of
warp knitted mesh fabrics, nylon nets, designer mesh
fabrics, sportswear mesh fabrics, linings, raschel lace
fabrics, cotton jacquard fabrics and embroidered mesh fabrics and laces.
These are manufactured using variety of yarns such as nylon, polyester,
viscose, cotton and their blends.
SANDEEP SYNTHETICS, NEW DELHI
Sandeep Synthetics is a leading supplier of sportswear
fabrics, swimwear fabrics and rain wear fabrics. They have
wide assortment of products in polyester, nylon, cotton and
spandex materials; in woven and knitted technics. These
fabrics are appreciated for their softness, breath ability, smooth texture, light
weight and fine yarn. The utility of their fabrics is in the fabrication of track
suits, track pants, shorts, jackets, leggings, hoodies, T-shirts, swimming
costumes etc.

SANKALP, SURAT
Sankalp is a leading textiles company with rich experience
spanning over 35 years providing all fabric needs for the
women’s wear. Sankalp supplies variety of dyed fabrics in
polyester, viscose, modal, rayon, nylon, knitted fabrics and
blends. Along with above mentioned wide variety the company provides value
added services like embroidery and digital print.

SANYA FABRICS, LUDHIANA
Sanya Fabrics manufactures 100% polyester knitted
fabric. The company speciality is all types of pollar fleeces
from gsm 110-350, both in solid & printed. We have knitting
to finishing in house. Main products are like antipilling
single and both side, rabbit fur, swead, brushing etc. The company has in
house knitting, dyeing, printing, raising, shearing and heat setting. Our
production capacity is 5000 kg per day.

SARANYA SPINNING MILLS (P) LTD., NAMAKKAL
Saranya Spinning Mills has a strong presence in yarn and
fabric manufacturing for last 2 decades. Products include
greige fabrics, dyed fabrics, printed fabrics, bed linenranges from 200TC to 1000TC in cotton, CVC & linen in
various fabric constructions upto 129” width.

SARMANGAL SYNTHETICS, POLLACHI
Sarmangal Synthetics was established in the year 1996 to
meet the growing demands of a changing market. A
spinning plant for blended synthetics (using polyester and
viscose) with state-of-the-art machines and a team of
experienced professionals. Product range includes all
dyed 100% polyester, C/P blended & melange yarns from 18’s to 40’s count in
both single and double fancy slub yarns in count range of 18’s to 40’s on both
C/P and PSF.

SEWING SYSTEMS PVT. LTD., BANGALORE
Sewing Systems products include complete range of
interlinings for jackets, trousers and shirts including for dry
cleaning as well as heavy wash garments, wide range of
linings including polyester, acetate, viscose, printed and
jacquard, specialized threads for button safety, hook &
bars, baby garment accessories. Made ups including shoulder pads, waist
bands, specialized thermal and direct printing on jeans, t-shirts etc.
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